Early state history included freedom of religion and rights to trial by __
The first U.S. flag was sewn by __ Ross in Philadelphia
Famous Pennsylvanians include Bill __, Jimmy Stewart, and Arnold Palmer
State __: "Virtue, Liberty, and Independence"
__ Davis is the highest point in the state at 3,213 feet elevation
The __ and Indian War was fought in Pennsylvania from 1754-1763
Became the __ state on December 12, 1787
__ Foods Corporation has made the state a leader in chocolate production
The first successful ____ was drilled near Titusville in 1859
Established as a haven for ___, the colony supported the people's rights
Pennsylvania has wide variations in weather between the __
The Lenni-Lenape and ___ were some of the native tribes in the region
The only original colony without any coastline on the ___ Ocean
Founded by William Penn in 1681; One of the original 13 ___
ENIAC, the world's first ___, was built at the Univ.of Pennsylvania in 1946
The ___ River forms the eastern border of the state
Statesman, scientist and inventor Benjamin __ lived in Philadelphia
Largest cities: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, __, Erie, and Upper Darby
Punxsutawney Phil looks for his shadow every February 2, or "___ Day"
Steel tycoon Andrew Carnegie's wealth built over 2,500 of the world's __
In 1979, a nuclear power plant accident occurred at __ __ Island
In July of 1863, __ became one of the bloodiest battles ever fought
The state capital on the Susquehanna River
City where 19th century fortunes were made in the steel industry
Amish farms have been tended without modern ___ for 300 years
In 1777-78, George Washington's men spent a hard, cold winter in ___
The Declaration of ___ was signed in Philadelphia on July 4, 1776
Home of Independence Hall, the Liberty Bell and cheesesteak sandwiches
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